1 Astrosat is an observatory project of the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO), with partnership by the Canadian Space Agency (CSA) -2 -
Introduction and data
Astrosat is a multi-wavelength space observatory of the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO). The satellite is to be launched in 2012, and contains three pointed X-ray instruments and two UV-optical telescopes, all with fields of view that are aligned.
There is also an X-ray scanning sky monitor. The full observatory details and capability are described in the ISRO web pages.
The observatory constitutes a multi-wavelength capability that allows simultaneous monitoring of targets from 100 Kev to optical wavelengths, with high timing precision.
It is intended as a facility with proposal time for all, as well as guaranteed time for the instrument teams. Data from all instruments will be available for all observations. The sky monitor will also be a trigger for target of opportunity observations. The mission lifetime is 5 years, which will be extended as long as it remains in good operational order.
The twin UV-optical telescopes (UVIT) have 38cm aperture and field of view of 29 arcmin with roughly 1 arcsec spatial resolution. One telescope has FUV capability and the other covers NUV and blue-optical by means of a beamsplitter. Thus, three wavelength channels are observed simultaneously. Each channel has a filter wheel that contains interference or longpass filters. The UV channnels also have gratings, and the optical has a neutral density filter.
The detector details and their basic operational modes are described in Hutchings et al (2009: paper 1), and will not be repeated here. Briefly, the detectors are photon-counting devices, with different photocathodes for each wavelength channel, but otherwise identical.
The photcathodes -FUV (CsI), NUV (CsTe), and VIS (S20) -are on the inside of 40mm
MgF 2 2 windows, releasing electrons to be accelerated across a small gap to a microchannel plate stack. The resulting electron cloud illuminates a phosphor, whose light passes through a fibreglass taper, to be read out by a CMOS chip with 512 pixels on a side. Photon events -4 -are centroided to 1/8 pixel to accumulate the final science images. The systems can also be run in 'integrate' mode when photon fluxes are too high -principally in the optical channel -which lowers the spatial resolution, but allows centroding to sufficient precision to track and compensate for spacecraft drift, in accumulating the final UV images. There are three different centroiding algorithms to choose from, and a bright-object shutdown. The full field is read at 29 Hz, but subarrays can be read up to 600 Hz for bright targets or for finer time resolution.
These detectors differ from those flown on FUSE and GALEX in having a readout array of pixels, rather than delay lines (e.g. Morrissey et al 2009 , 2011 , Sahnow et al 2000 .
They also differ from the MAMA and delay-line readouts of the STIS and COS detectors (Vallerga et al 2002 , McPhate et al 2010 . Pixel-based readouts introduce systematic effects in the centroiding and counting of photon events, which require some calibration and testing (paper 1, and Kuin and Rosen 2008, Breeveld et al 2010) .
One engineering unit (NUV) and one flight unit for each channel were fabricated by Routes Astro-engineering. Functional tests were performed at the Canadian Space Agency David Florida Lab (DFL), and then were fully tested and calibrated in a specially equipped UV vacuum facility at the University of Calgary. This paper describes the calibration data and their analysis. The paper should be of interest in describing the functionality of the detectors and also for those interested in making observations with the instrument in orbit.
We reported in paper 1 on results from a laboratory version of the photon-counting detector system for the UVIT telescopes. In this paper we describe the calibration and performance of the engineering and flight hardware. The results we describe show the performance of the systems in various modes of operation, and should be useful in designing observing programs with UVIT.
The FUV system has its own flight telescope, and the NUV and VIS share the focal -5 -plane of a second telescope, via a beamsplitter. The 38cm telescopes are designed to deliver images of 1" resolution, but the VIS images will be degraded somewhat by passing through the beamsplitter. Each detector will have filters or gratings on a wheel in the converging beam. All channels will operate simultaneously and have the same (29') field of view. The UV channels are expected to operate mainly as photon-counters, although they all are capable of 'integrate' observations by summing the raw CMOS readout frames. The visible channel is intended mainly for monitoring spacecraft drift by centroiding on a star image using integrate mode, but may also be useful for multi-wavelength observations of variable objects, when used in fast-read photon-counting mode.
The system functional description was given in paper 1. Individual 'front ends' -the windows, MCP, taper, and CMOS readout -were assembled after selection of individual components for engineering, flight, and spares units. Considerations in the selections were the window-MCP gap, which affects spatial resolution, photocathode uniformity and QE, and the cosmetic cleanliness of the optical fibre tapers. The engineering unit had a NUV photocathode and larger than optimal window gap. Each front-end assembly had data from a range of operating gap and MCP gain (voltages) to enable the choice of the optimum values for each. In addition, a number of spatial resolution tests were done on prototype front ends, to characterize the dependence on window voltage and wavelength.
The DFL tests yielded dark frames and pulse-height distributions for detectors at their nominal voltage settings. The event centroiding algorithms built into the flight units are the 3-cross, 3-square, and 5-square subarrays from those described in paper 1. A settable bright-object protection threshold is also built in, which shuts down the high voltage, if it is exceeded in adjacent events in the readout.
The Calgary lab is built about a small, dark vacuum tank, with ports that allow light from lamps with a monochromator. The light flux can be controlled by an aperture, and -6 -the level is monitored by a UV-sensitive photometer through a beamsplitter from the main beam. The light can be collimated, but the collimated beam is smaller than the detector windows, and not very uniform. Uniform illumination for flat fields was available using an integrating sphere within the tank, fed by an uncollimated beam.
Molecular contamination is important to control for UV-sensitive detectors, and the entire lab was kept clean, and entered via an air-shower. Hardware was handled on a clean flow bench. The detectors were mounted in the tank, along with their flight power supplies, on a platform that moves in 3 axes, and were operated by ground support equipment (GSE) outside the tank. Data were viewed and logged via the GSE, and final images were derived later in a separate computer system.
We describe below the different test results and their implications for science use on Astrosat.
Darks and read rates
In photon-counting operation, the dark current behaviour is a peripheral concern. But for the UVIT detector system, a quasi-integrate mode feature was also developed, in which it is very important to understand the behaviour of the readout dark current At nominal gain, a single detected photon event will utilize the maximum amount of CMOS ADC bit depth without saturating the detector in order to maximize counting and centroiding fidelity. Therefore two photons detected in one place within a single read-frame will saturate the CMOS. This is analogous to pulse pile-up on single channel photometers. At normal high-voltage operating parameters, the frames are read at approximately 30Hz for full-frame CMOS scanning (512 x 512 pixels), and up to approximately 600Hz for a sub-scan of 100 x 100 CMOS pixels. Increasing the read rate to 600Hz from 30Hz will allow brighter objects -7 -to be imaged, extending the dynamic range by more than 3 magnitudes.
At all these rates, the background in a single CMOS scan is basically a bias frame, as there is too little time to allow any appreciable build-up of dark current. The local background bias surrounding a photon event is then estimated by the Electronics Unit, and is necessarily corrected for in the calculation of the centroid. In order to mimic an integration-style data collection, we have included an imaging parameter to slow the scan rate of the CMOS by inserting a gap-time (i.e. a delay) between read scans of successive CMOS rows. The result is that when starting an imaging sequence, the first image will have a ramp-up to the total integration time by the end of the last row-read, but successive frames after that will all have equal integration times for each CMOS pixel row. This is not as ideal as integrating the entire frame at once and then reading it all at once, but is quite workable.
The maximum row-gap gives an integration time for the entire frame of about 1.7 seconds (see Table 1 ). Generally, such integration cannot be done at high gain because the CMOS pixels will saturate almost instantly with most sources. Therefore, a lower gain on the MCP is used in order to reduce the signal level by a factor 10 or more, and therefore allows multiple photons events to fall on one location on the CMOS without saturating the pixel wells. True dark-current then becomes a problem. Dark-current is typically highly dependent upon temperature, but the expected temperature averages of the detector in orbit are expected to be similar to those in the laboratory, typically around 20 o C. These measurements were therefore taken in order to examine some typical dark-current characteristics. Table 1 shows the dark current from the three channels for different integrate times. The current is not uniform across the detectors, so we show the range and mean, smoothed over 10 pixels. Table 2 shows the photon-counting read rates for different window sizes.
-8 -
Flat fields
Flat fields were measured using a UV-reflective integrating sphere. The exit aperture of the sphere was 3 inches (significantly larger than the 40mm detector windows), and the detector window was placed directly in front of the aperture at a distance of 1-2 mm. Flat fields were measured for 5x5 Square and 3x3 Square centroiding algorithms, in photon counting mode, and at high and low voltage for each. Aside from photon statistics, at a particular voltage there would not be any expected broad-scale (i.e. larger than 1 pixel) difference between 5x5 or 3x3 algorithms; the important differences should be seen at sub-pixel resolution where fixed-pattern-noise effects are present. There is an expected broad-scale difference between high and low MCP gain (voltage) however, due to areal variations in MCP gain, as can be seen in Fig 1. At low gain, individual photon events on the CMOS are smaller than a readout pixel, so that the centroiding fixed pattern is extreme. We describe this, and its correction, in the following section. The large-scale flat field images are very uniform for nominal gain, but are significantly peaked in the centre at low gain.
Fixed pattern noise
There are several factors that affect the accuracy of the sub-pixel part of the centroid, as calculated. The first is because the sampling gradation of the event is so coarse, i.e., it is significantly under-sampled, and this automatically causes the centroid to become systematically less accurate as the event centre lies closer to a pixel boundary. A centroiding 'box' of one pixel allows no sub-pixel centroiding; a box of three pixels in one dimension improves upon that significantly, but is still relatively under-sampled, and a sample of 5 only improves slightly because very little energy is deposited in the outer pixels, and noise of various types becomes significant.
-9 -A second reason is that a linear centroiding scheme is being used to calculate the centre of a generally Gaussian signal. This also causes a systematic error in the calculation of the centroid. Gaussian centroiding schemes were tested in the initial phase of the Electronics Unit design, and were found to be extremely accurate at centroiding the expected event profiles. However, these schemes require logarithmic calculations and were too slow for the FPGA hardware which was limited in how many cycles were available for each centroid calculation, in order to keep up with the required high data rates.
The third, but possibly not final reason, is that an individual CMOS pixel is not uniformly sensitive across its area -some small areas of a pixel are more sensitive than other areas, and this is also a general systematic effect.
Also, if the source of photons is non-isotropic, meaning that the distribution of photons on the detector face is not "flat", such as an extended source with flux gradients, or a point source convolved with the relevant resolution function, this will also introduce topological effects in the centroid histogram. However, these effects are due to the source, and generally this is the scientific information one desires, and it is also not systemic. The goal of course is to be able to correct for the systemic effects, while leaving the source-topological effects in place. For this reason a flat field source, as provided by the integrating sphere and the resulting images, is used to determine the systemic centroiding effects.
These systematic centroid errors are called Fixed Pattern Noise, or FPN. It would be somewhat more accurate to call it fixed pattern bias. Figure 1 displays the effects of the Fixed Pattern Noise. At nominal MCP gain, the 3x3 algorithm produces a distinct "screen-door" appearance, even though the source was illuminating the detector face evenly.
For the 5x5 algorithm the effect is somewhat less, but still apparent. If the average FWHM of the events were only 0.1 pixels or more wider, the 5x5 algorithm performs much better than the 3x3, as shown in paper 1. However, the smaller events sizes result from the -10 -deliberate choice of small window gaps, to yield the best spatial resolution. At low MCP gain, both algorithms perform equally poorly.
The resolution of the photocathode (see following sections), and the resolution of the UVIT telescope are of order 0.4 readout pixels, so the flight science images will be centroided to 0.25 pixels. If we centroid the flat fields to 0.06 pixels or better, we can resolve the MCP pores, as shown in Fig 2. This is of use in that the pore grid can be used as a measure of the centroid error and the correction algorithms.
Centroid error corrections
The systematic centroiding bias, or Fixed Pattern Noise, can be corrected for significantly, while leaving the scientific information intact. This is simplest to do for the 3x3 Square centroiding algorithm because a mathematical solution can be programmed which closely mimics the real-world behaviour of the algorithm. In the absence of noise, the 3x3 Square algorithm would always return a centroid with a fractional part which does not fall outside of the maximum-pixel boundary and can be thus corrected. For the 3x3 Square, it is rare for noise effects to skew the centroid outside the boundaries of the maximum pixel, and therefore the noiseless mathematical solution is a decent approximation of the required correction.
The situation is less good for the 5x5 algorithm, since noise effects in the outer pixels with low signal, skew more centroids outside of the central maximum pixel, and therefore a Monte-Carlo style simulation would be required in order to develop a correction algorithm numerically. On the other hand, as we showed in paper 1, the 5x5 algorithm gives better controids without correction.
The mathematical solution is simply the comparison of a theoretical probability -11 -distribution of centroids, to the real-world probability distribution. If the centroiding accuracy were perfect, then the probability distribution of intra-pixel centroids would simply be a straight line of slope equal to the ratio of the total number of events over the number of sampling bins within a pixel. The corrections need to be performed at a much higher resolution than the physical sampling (1/16th of a pixel), and so the real centroids are redistributed evenly within their 1/16th bins, at 1/1024th pixel resolution.
The cumulative sum of this new distribution is its cumulative probability distribution, and this can be divided by the constant-slope line of the theoretical probability distribution to get the correction factor for each 1/1024th bin. In other words, each 1/1024th bin of the interpolated centroid data is multiplied by the correction factor, which is the ratio of the real cumulative probability distribution over the theoretical one. If the real data were composed of centroids from a "flat" illumination of photons, then the systematic centroiding bias effects will have been corrected for. This flat-field correction curve can then be applied to data which has sources and other topological variations -i.e. valuable scientific information, and the correction will only apply to the existing systematic bias within the data, but leave the source-topological variations undisturbed.
Paper 1 gives more detailed description of the corrections, and shows how the signal is redistributed within a pixel. Essentially, the distribution is remapped by performing a division by the correction factor. All photons are conserved, so no photometric error is introduced.
The fraction of out-of-pixel centroids depends to some extent on the size of the photon event on the CMOS readout. For our flight detectors, with the 3x3 Square algorithm, there are approximately 1-2% of centroids which fall outside of the central pixel boundary, and therefore these will not be adjusted to the correct position and will thus constitute noise.
For the 5x5 Square algorithm, the fraction is approximately 5-7%. However, it should be -12 -pointed out that the reason these centroids were outside of the pixel boundary in the first place was because of a noise skew, and so the correction scheme doesn't actually introduce more noise, but rather simply conserves it.
Figures 2 and 3 show parts of flat-field images with 3x3 centroiding before and after correction. The final science images will have the 1/4 pixel resolution of Figure 2 . A final point to note is that in flight, there will be spacecraft jitter of amplitude a pixel or more over the time of an observation. This will be monitored by guide-star centroids from the VIS channel and the photon centroids corrected in building up the science image. The effect of this will be to smooth out the FPN, so that it may be a matter of post-observation observer choice whether the corrections are needed in a given image.
Hole mask data
Spatial resolution and flux calibration were performed using the hole mask (see Fig 4) .
These holes are all 25 microns in diameter, to an accuracy of 5%. The mask was taped close to the detector face, about 1mm from the window, and illuminated with the collimated beam. There are two points to note in this. First, the beam illumination underfills the detector window, and is not uniform. Second, the mask is a small distance from the photocathode, by the window thickness and the gap between the window flange and its outer surface, so the spots are somewhat enlarged by diffraction.
We used the first point to our advantage by the fact that the spot images cover a wide range of signal levels, thus increasing the dynamic range of the flux calibration. The response uniformity across the detector window was checked by using a range of flux levels, and by moving the detector around the collimated beam.
We calibrated the second point by using results from a different hole mask used in Spot sizes are defined as the FWHM values from the images. These are expressed in readout pixels, and can be converted to values at the photocathode or arcseconds on the sky as seen with the UVIT telescope. Signal levels were integrated over the final spot images.
Spatial resolution
The spatial resolution was also estimated by the images of the cross-shaped hole arrays with differently spaced separations. These arrays were oriented at several different angles, to allow different sampling by the readout pixel array. Figure 6 shows some of these images, not corrected for centroiding systematics, and for the visible wavelength detector, which is about twice the expected value. The longer wavelengths of the VIS channel will cause more diffraction through the mask apertures but will not explain this amount of difference. The scientific impact is small, however, as the telescope optical resolution is poor because of passing through a beamsplitter. The main use of the optical channel is for tracking spacecraft drift via star centroids, and there will be no impact on this performance, since the much larger integrate mode images will be used.
We note also that the resolution as measured from images with low MCP gain is very similar. The percentage numbers given for these are the signal reduction when using low gain, as it is intended for use with bright stars which would cause detector damage at full gain.
In Figure 9 , we illustrate the resolution in the case of two closely spaced point source images. The profile is approximated by a gaussian, but an average spot image is shown, and has a slightly narrower peak and some weak broad wings. The plot shows how the profile is signicantly broadened with a separation of only some 0.3", and shows separate peaks when separated by about 0.8".
These results indicate that the UV detectors will yield image resolutions of 1 arcsec -15 -or better, and the visible channel a little larger. The ultimate resolution of the UVIT instrument will combine these with the optical resolution of the telescope and the drift of the spacecraft during observations. The telescope should deliver images of 1 arcsec FWHM, and we expect to correct drift using the visible channel guide-star centroids, to a small fraction of that. Figure 10 compares the integrate mode images (simply the sum of all the photon event splashes) with the centroided image resolution we report above. Integrate mode images can be centroided to 0.1 pixels, or 0.25 arcsec, to compensate for spacecraft drift.
Flux calibration
The flux calibrations used the same hole-mask data. The wavelength was selected with the monochromator, and the flux monitored by photometer readings from a beam-splitter.
A series of (usually four) flux settings was used for all images. Data were taken in photon-counting mode with 5S and 3S centroiding, and Integrate mode, and with full frame (29Hz) and a subwindow (293Hz) readout. Images were accumulated for all these settings, and their relative count rates logged by measuring the event counts per second (not per frame) of the same (brightest) spot. The sub-arrays were chosen to cover a region well-filled with measurable spots. In any images, there are spots covering a wide range (about a factor 5) of signal levels. The spots are small and well-separated, so no crowded field issues arise, and they simulate star images in a sparse field. Having established that there is no wavelength dependence of signal saturation, one wavelength was selected for this work for each channel. In addition, all data were taken at nominal and low gain.
In any one image, about 6-10 spots were measured, covering the full range of signals.
The same spots were measured for all four flux settings. The signals were measures using the -16 -'rimexam' task within IRAF, using radii selected for the spots for object and surrounding background. The same measurement settings were used for all spots and channels. The measurement radius was 5 pixels, and the sky an annulus between radii 7 and 9 pixels. The signal levels were accumulated in a table for all spots and flux settings.
The saturation plots (Fig 11) were generated as follows. Signal level is plotted against photometer flux reading for the brightest spot measured. The flux levels of the fainter spots were scaled by the ratio of the signal levels for the lowest two flux settings, compared with that for the brightest spot. In all cases the signals were not saturated for the lowest two fluxes, so this scaling should be good. This leads to points that cover the range of flux and signal quite well. In the case of the subarrays, the number of spots was more limited, so that it was sometimes not possible to cover the ranges as well as we wished. There are similar results for the NUV spot signals with low gain setting. For all low gain operations, we note that the flat fields show large variations in signal from centre to edge of the field, so that flux calibrations will be reliable only for objects in the central part. In addition, low gain is intended for cases where there are bright objects giving high count rates. We can adopt low event thresholds to account for the lower gain, but this allows noise to be included in the accepted data. The result of these considerations is that the calibration plots, shown below, show significant scatter and non-linear response at low -17 -signal levels. Nevertheless, they are useful in allowing observations of bright targets, which should be placed at the centre of the field and read with a small subarray.
So far, we have used only signal levels in counts from the images as described, and flux levels as measured in arbitrary units on our photometer, via a beamsplitter. In order to convert signal levels to photons at the photocathode, we need to apply a factor that measures the absolute QE of the systems. This was done by using a NIST calibrated diode in the beam, and the results are shown in Figure 13 . This way we can convert from source counts to incident photons. To plan observations through the entire telecope we need to include an extra factor for the telescope optics and filter throughputs as well. These will be published and updated on the proposal website for the mission, once established.
The absolute QE of the FUV detector at the wavelength of observation (150nm) is measured at close to 3%. This gives a conversion from the source total signal in the plots to photons at the photocathode of 0.77. That is, we multiply the source counts by 0.77 to get the incident photon counts. The NUV wavelength used was 210nm, at which the QE is close to 10%, and the QE for the visible is also close to 10%. This gives a conversion factor from plotted source signal to photons of 0.37 for these channels.
Detection of double-photon events
As noted in paper 1, double-photon events can be flagged by using the max-min corner pixel values from the 5 x 5 events boxes. It is these events that lead to the non-linearity and saturation plots shown. We performed some double-photon rejections based on various values of the rejection threshold, to check whether saturation leads to degradation of the spatial resolution.
The reader is referred to paper 1 for the detailed description of this rejection process, -18 -but we give a brief summary here. Double-photon events statistically lead to broader events patterns in the readout image, and they can be isolated by the difference between the maximum amd minimum pixels signals in the 5x5 event box. Each detector has an optimum value of this threshold, depending on the individual event sizes and the intrinsic spatial resolution of the device. Using 'no rejection' accepts all events, while a high rejection threshold will identify only the most egregious of double-events.
In the case of single isolated spots (i.e. stars in real observations), there is no significant change to the point source resolution if we reject such events. Thus, we do not need to apply such thresholds for science images to resolve stars. This is true for images of two closely spaced spots (stars). This is potentially a problem for science analysis, but can be alleviated by identifying the double events in the image, and adding them back in again, so they get counted twice, as they should be, instead of only once. In principle, triple events can be treated in the same way by setting a different (lower) max-min threshold, but this is less reliable as it is more susceptible to random noise too. Figure 14 shows an example of this correction in one close array of spots, where saturation is clearly present in the crowded inner parts of the image. Table 4 We thank Routes Asto-engineering, particularly Don Asquin and Josee Cayer for their work on the hardware and its initial testing. We also thank Shyam Tandon for his active participation, and discussion of the results presented here. We thank the referee for useful comments on our presentation. We thank the Canadian Space Agency for support. images. The 180nm image is the dotted line, and has the highest resolution (see Table 3 ). -24 - 
